EMPEROR® 1600 SPECIALTY CARBON BLACK

Specialty carbon black that offers high-jetness, deep black color with a blue undertone and features superior processability for solvent-based coatings. This product is surface treated for ease-of-dispersion.

**Product features**
- Proprietary Softbead™ technology, which disperses as easily as powder carbon black
- Proprietary surface modification technology
- Enables high jet-black color with blue undertone

**Product benefits**
- Softbead pellets offer better handling characteristics than powder carbon blacks: less dust, easier conveying and improved hygiene
- Surface modification improves carbon black dispersability, resulting in improved color performance
- Surface modification reduces required dispersant loading, resulting in lower formulation cost

**Key applications**
- Automotive, coil and high-end industrial solvent-based coatings
EMPEROR® 1600 SPECIALTY CARBON BLACK

Product form and logistics
♦ Product form: Softbead™ pellets
♦ Regional availability: global
♦ Packaging options: 10 kg paper bags

For information on product-specific storage conditions, please refer to the applicable Safety Data Sheet (SDS) available from your Cabot representative or at cabotcorp.com.

The EMPEROR name is a registered trademark of Cabot Corporation.

The data and conclusions contained herein are based on work believed to be reliable, however, Cabot cannot and does not guarantee that similar results and/or conclusions will be obtained by others. This information is provided as a convenience and for informational purposes only. No guarantee or warranty as to this information, or any product to which it relates, is given or implied. This information may contain inaccuracies, errors or omissions and CABOT DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AS TO (i) SUCH INFORMATION, (ii) ANY PRODUCT OR (iii) INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INFRINGEMENT. In no event is Cabot responsible for, and Cabot does not accept and hereby disclaims liability for, any damages whatsoever in connection with the use of or reliance on this information or any product to which it relates.